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Lost Art / Vintage Instruments
"If it's too loud, then you're too old !!"

Specializing in the weird, obscure, lonely, unloved,and of
course Vintage Musical Instruments.

 www.LostArtVintage.com      

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES
Lost Art Vintage Instruments is the ONLY Ovation guitar specialist!  Often
duplicated never replicated....Over 20 years of experience in Ovation
Instruments ....THOUSANDS of vintage parts in stock!.... the LARGEST
selection of vintage and one off Ovation and Adamas guitars in inventory and
the #1 Adamas and Custom Order specialist in the WORLD!

Share this message, if you dare !!!.....      

 April 2020

   Well....This certainly has been an interesting few weeks now hasn't it? In New
Jersey we are on lock down so only essential activities can happen. I am still
able to get out packages to UPS, Fed EX and the USPS but I have to tell you
it's a whole different world out there.  If you need something don't hesitate to let
me know and I will do my best to get it to you in a timely manner. So far
packages have been going out and getting delivered but that may change at
some point in time. 

I have been using my time productively and cleaning the office (found a ton of
interesting goodies) and checking on loved ones etc. Gigs are obviously
cancelled for the foreseeable future so there is some time for songwriting and
practicing. The best way we can all get though this is to occupy ourselves with
things that we love and keep us busy. Perfect time to look into that special
guitar, amp or other piece of gear that you always wanted. 
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We are not alone, together we will get through this crisis and I'm sure weather
another. 
 
 
Don't forget to tell your friends to get on the mailing list !!!

Ovation FanClub on facebook
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1472859136068410/

 
 Peavey 5151 2 x 12 combo

  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1472859136068410/


 
 Kendrick Black Gold 50 
this is an amp that is a black face Fender killer !!!!!
 

   

 



 Electro Harmonix micro synth vintage NEW IN THE BOX

  
 
 NOS fulltone deja vibe
I should keep this for myself!!!!!

   



 Supro original not reissue !!

 
 



 Ibanez artist 

  
 



 Black Panel Deluxe Reverb

 
 Rivera 1 x 12 combo



 Well wasn't that fun? You got a chance to lust over some gear for a few minutes
and forget about all the world's suffering. 
Please stay safe, stay well, look in on the lonely and frail, when  we see each
other next hopefully we will shake hands and hug and most of all smile. 

Sending my best out to all of you in these uncertain times......We all all in this
together..... We are family!!!!

 I AM the Ovation/Adamas guitar specialist!
Thousands of NOS parts available 
 Thank you for your continued support over the years.
 You know how to get in touch with me!!!
 
Thanks
 Al
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